
Profitting from 
the ‘Fruits’ of



Envied by summer-vacation goers around the world, Malaysia is a country that is hot and humid 
year-round, with regular tropical rain showers. Beyond a tourism heaven, our soil makes it a lovely home 
for tropical fruits and vegetables. 

This favourable climate allows the agriculture industry to ‘ripen’ beautifully for the nation’s economy over the decades. 
Today, more youths and professionals are entering the industry to harvest its potential. But to put their best foot forward, 
what are the best practices to keep in mind?

The fruit, averrhoa carambola, is from a species of tree 
native to tropical Southeast Asia. Beloved by many, it is 
commonly known as carambola, as well as star fruit and 
five-corner due to its five-side star profile of the fruit. In a 

typical week, K-Farm exports around 6 tonnes of carambola 
to the importing countries.

K-Farm, a company that has grown roots in this industry over 30 years are specialized in trading and exporting 
carambola, sourced from its five large-scale contract farmers. The company exports the fresh produce to importers 
in Western Europe who would then supply carambola to their local distributors, supermarkets, and hypermarkets.

Exploring Best Practices 
of Contract Farming in the Horticulture Industry



Founder of K-Farm, Kit Chan thinks that there are more to contract farming that are often overlooked 
by eager farming agropreneurs. From his observation of the contract farming model, Kit Chan believes 
many wrongly assume that growing produce automatically leads to profit.

Elaborating his point, Kit Chan emphasizes that it is not 
about the price, but the relationship developed 
between farmers and buyers. “My contractors and I 
have worked together for the last 25 years and it is 
not merely because of a personal fondness of each 
other. Over the decades, this strong bond is                     
cultivated by our rapport in sharing the winnings in 
good times and sharing risks in challenging times.” 

In building relationships, Kit Chan strongly advocates 
for creating value for the other party. Further up the 
value chain,  K-Farm also builds a mutually beneficial 
relationship with the importers in Western Europe.

“As K-Farm plays a role of a buyer, then seller, we thoroughly understand what it is like for our customers.              
Throughout the years, we have consistently provided value for the buyer abroad. Price is important but after    
establishing a price both parties are comfortable with, we shift our focus towards creating the right value for the 
buyers. This includes providing quality produce, regular shipment and the ability to cater to high-season demands 
in building a long, enduring  relationship.”

“The truth is, many farmers do not understand that 
profit comes from income, and income comes from 
not only the price, but also the quantity of produce 
that they can supply. Thus, profit is not necessarily 
derived from price alone. When farmers fail to            
understand this, many would hop from one buyer or 
another in the search of an extra 10 cent of revenue. 
This then leads to an unsteady relationship with 
buyers whereby trust cannot be developed in the 
longer term,” says Kit Chan.
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Beyond the Ringgit:
Misconceptions of the Farming Business



In building best practices and providing value for stakeholders, Kit Chan explains that it involves integrity and 
strategy to ensure all parties leave the business transaction without a ‘sour’ aftertaste.

However, Kit Chan reminds that this approach works for their business largely because carambola is an exotic product 
and not a staple commodity like chili. The dynamics, strategy and relationship with farmers and buyers vary across these 
di�erent trade products. Yet, the takeaway is the same; the strategy should always cater to giving the market what it 
wants.

On creating value, Kit Chan further explains that K-Farm plays a key role in creating 
leverage for all parties through  certifications awarded to the company.

K-Farm Sdn Bhd is GLOBAL Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) certified and acts as the overarching certificate holder. 
Earning the certification together with contract farmers, it ensures that all contract farmers operate to the standard of 
the certification such as using only permissible pesticides and spraying program and other measures for the best working 
environment of hygiene, safety, cleanliness, and welfare of workers. We also send technicians to the farm during     
pre-harvest and post-harvest to forecast growing trends and discuss with farmers on recommended next steps.
As a result, this creates better leverage for K-Farm and its buyers.

“The Europeans greatly appreciate companies that are certified like us because it means we source our produce in 
a socially and environmentally conscious way. We do not use child labor and all foreign workers at the farm have 
their rights according to the law. All this combined, K-Farm and its o�ering stand in a much better, favourable 
position.”

Upon dealing with European importers, K-Farm can therefore assure them that they will obtain certified products from 
our farms. In turn, the status of the goods will then allow the European importers to negotiate for much stronger 
contracts with their distributors and supermarkets. Due to this advantage that K-Farm provides, the company too, can 
negotiate better terms of trade including a more favourable pricing with the importers. Thus, the produce can be 
supplied at the best price. While not necessarily the highest price, it is the best price in the best market where the ‘best 
market’ agrees on a price that is commensurate and consistent with their demands. 

Kit Chan shares his view, “There is a saying in Chinese that says it is better to do business with someone you know, 
rather than someone you do not. For me, there is some truth in that because business relationship is built over a 
period of time. It goes beyond a transactional relationship where buying and selling happens only when it is most 
profitable; we are not a stockbroker. When industry players understand and practice this approach, this gives way 
to a convenient, long-term business.”

Kit Chan shares, reading the market trend is important in strategically driving the production and selling that follow suit. 
When anticipating a soft market, K-Farm holds back supply as forcing importers to buy would be futile in value and sales 
for both parties. Further down the supply chain, K-Farm would advise its contract farmers to hold back production to 
match the level of demand.

“When we understand the market, we will feed this insight back to the farmers on-ground. This is where we play an 
important role in controlling the supply chain by predicting the market and moderating the supply. For instance, in 
the Christmas season, consumers abroad are more likely to spend for exotic produce. Thus, this increases demand 
whereby we will encourage farmers to grow more produce for these months. Whereas during summer, consumers 
would consume more of their own seasonal local produce, thus driving down the demand. Likewise, we would also 
tell farmers to grow less because our customers would not be able to sell it to the consumers.”

Best Practices 
Understanding the Bigger Pictures



In the government’s call for digital transformation 
across sectors to improve productivity, Kit Chan believes 
that the Internet of Things (IoT), cloud information 
management, machinery and automation are                 
excellent in charting the future of the industry. In fact, in 
2019, Kit Chan, who is also an Agrofood Productivity 
Nexus Governing Committee Member has worked 
closely with Agrofood Productivity Nexus to develop an 
online portal, an information toolbox for the agrofood 
supply chain to increase the industry’s productivity in 
Malaysia. 

However, Kit Chan maintains that these technological 
wonders are pointless if farmers do not know how to 
interpret, analyse and apply the data correctly in the 
commercial sense. For example, concepts like ‘precision 
farming’ can be in vain if not truly understood.
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Thus, in that same spirit, Kit Chan strongly believes in a 
bright future for contract farming. But for that                      
to happen, the definition of ‘contract farming’ must 
change to embrace a much broader and deeper 
perspective. Instead of viewing it as a strictly                  
transactional relationship, contract farming should 
evolve as a partnership.

Kit Chan elaborates, “For me, business and personal 
a�airs cannot easily be compartmentalized. Personal 
problems of my farmers are my concern as well because 
it would a�ect their performance that eventually 
impact my profit. In a supply chain, we exist as links 
that bind to one another, and not free-moving entities 
that appear only when they need something. This is 
indeed the true mindset of a good businessman.”

“For instance, precision farming means giving the crop exactly what it needs at the 
right time in a correct way. There is also no one-size-fits-all formula as di�erent 

crops and variations require unique conditions and care. It is important to                     
understand this, yet not many are aware of the science behind it,” 

The Future of Contract Farming
Collaboration and Balancing Smart Technology
with Commercial Applications



For Kit Chan, horticulture is both a science and a 
business, where a good farmer must have a solid   
understanding of both concepts to succeed. Following 
that are these guiding principles that have helped 
K-Farm along with its contract farmers to achieve 
greater heights.

The third success factor is being able to take risks. Here, 
it is important to accept that everyone can make a 
wrong decision, after which some would be too fearful 
to go back into the business. But what separates the 
greats is the ability to learn and improve from the 
experience. Thus, taking risks is an important factor to 
ensure continuous growth.

In addition to these principles, Kit Chan touches on the 
art of negotiation and its importance. For him                
personally, one must see beyond the ringgits and cents 
and focus on the value instead. He explains that this 
means calculating winnings in a compounded value – 
even if the cost saved in a negotiation is 1 cent.

Balancing this perspective, Kit Chan shares, “This is my 
approach when negotiating with farmers, suppliers, 
and buyers. For example, if I know I have managed to 
save 1 cent per box, I will leave the negotiation table 
and feel good about it. Money is always on my mind, 
but I do not go home and count my winnings. The next 
moment, I negotiate on something else. The takeaway 
here is this: thinking about money but not counting it 
makes you a rich man.”

In sharing these best practices, Kit 
Chan heeds his own advice. “I do not 

hesitate in sharing these key         
learnings with my industry peers. Nor 

am I afraid that they will take this 
knowledge and apply it into their 

own business. In fact, they should, for 
it would make a better world for 

everyone.”

First, there is power in numbers and collaboration. It is 
always good to work in clusters where farmers share 
their knowledge with each other. For Kit Chan, keeping 
the ‘secret formula’ or resources from others is a limited 
way of thinking that wastes the potential to build 
rapport that leads to future gains. “The more you give, 
the more you get.  This is a universal tenet and applies 
to knowledge as well,” adds Kit Chan. 

Second, farmers must make correct decisions in a 
timely manner. Kit Chan urges, “In this industry, one 
moment is too long. If you turn your back from an 
opportunity, it will be gone the next moment you turn 
around.”
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However, Kit emphasizes that this does not mean   
gambling one’s luck and saying ‘yes’ to every                    
opportunity without much thinking, which he likens to 
foolhardiness. Being able to make quick, correct 
decisions is a result of education, experience,                 
connectivity with others, and the position farmers are 
in, where they can leverage on the resources and          
information around them.

Key Success Secrets
in Contract Farming


